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Application of environmentally friendly enzymes to remove thin-film composite (TFC) reverse 
osmosis (RO) membrane biofoulants without changing the physico-chemical properties of the RO 
surface is a challenging and new concept. Eight enzymes from Novozyme A/S were tested using a 
commercially available biofouling-resistant TFC polyamide RO mem-brane (BW30, FilmTech 
Corporation, Dow Chemical Co.) without filtration in a rotating disk reactor system operated for 58 
days. At the end of the operation, the accumulated biofoulants on the TFC RO surfaces were treated 
with the three best enzymes, Subtilisin protease and lipase; dextranase; and polygalacturonase (PG) 
based enzymes, at neutral pH (~7) and doses of 50, 100, and 150 ppm. Contact times were 18 and 36 
h. Live/dead staining, epifluorescence micros-copy measurements, and 5 μm thick cryo-sections of 
enzyme and physically treated biofouled membranes revealed that Subtilisin protease- and lipase-
based enzymes at 100 ppm and 18 h contact time were optimal for removing most of the cells and 
proteins from the RO surface. Culturable cells inside the biofilm declined by more than five logs 
even at the lower dose (50 ppm) and shorter incubation period (18 h). Subtilisin protease- and lipase-
based enzyme cleaning at 100 ppm and for 18 h contact time restored the hydrophobicity of the TFC 
RO surface to its virgin condition while physical cleaning alone resulted in a 50° increase in 
hydrophobicity. Moreover, at this optimum working condition, the Subtilisin protease- and lipase-
based enzyme treatment of biofouled RO surface also restored the surface roughness mea-sured with 
atomic force microscopy and the mass percentage of the chemical compositions on the TFC surface 
estimated with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to its virgin condition. This novel study will 
encourage the further development and application of enzymes to remove biofoulants on the RO 
surface without changing its surface properties.

Keywords: thin-film composite reverse osmosis membrane; enzymatic cleaning; biofouling; 
polygalacturonases, protease, lipase and dextranase; surface property characterization

Introduction

The application of the thin-film composite (TFC) reverse osmosis (RO) membranes for water treatment has 
increased significantly over the last two decades due to stringent water quality standards and the scarcity of high-
quality source/raw waters. This has led to the increased importance of treating more impacted water sources to 
produce potable water. The treatment of lower quality water, including wastewater and seawater/brack-ish waters, 
can lead to biofouling of RO membranes. Biofouling is one of the least understood and controlled fouling 
mechanisms, and the multiplication of cells and simultaneous production of extracellular polymeric substances 
(EPS) inside the biofoulants on the mem-brane decreases membrane productivity (Ridgway HF & Flemming H-C 
1996; Herzberg et al. 2009). Bacteria in natural and engineered aquatic systems are ubiquitous, and the 
subsequent formation of biofilm biomass consisting of structured microbial communities and their byproducts is 
inevitable (Costerton et al. 1995; Flemming et al. 1997; Donlan 2002; Stoodley & Stoodley 2002). Colloidal and 
particulate fouling can be reduced using pretreatment options (Ridgway HF & Flemming H-C 1996); however, in 
practice, removing all microorganisms is not possible and the few that pass the barrier of the pretreatment system 
can adhere to the membrane, grow, and form biofilm, which affects system performance.
Fouling requires frequent chemical cleaning, which ultimately shortens membrane life, thus increasing the 
operation and maintenance costs of the RO membrane plants. A decline in permeate flux can be directly related to 
an increase in operation costs and can trigger the need for periodic chemical cleaning, which requires additional 
manpower and chemicals, and ultimately results in the premature replacement of the membrane (Maartens et al. 
2002). Long-term flux decline in RO is primarily due to membrane fouling (Wiesner & Aptel 1996) and is usually 
caused by the deposition of feedwater components
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rejected by the membrane (sparingly soluble inorganic
compounds, colloidal or particulate matter, and dissolved
organics), or by the attachment and growth of microor-
ganisms on the membrane surface (Speth et al.2000).
Furthermore, biofouling can alter surface chemistries, nar-
rowing down theflow channels across the RO and nano-
filtration surfaces (Kwak & Ihm1999; Khan et al.2010).
It is reasonable to assume that biofouling of the RO
membranes is ubiquitous and it is important to deal with
this process rather than expect that it can be prevented.
Several cleaning options are currently available to

treat biofilm formation on affected membranes in an
attempt to recoup an acceptable level of permeateflux.
In laboratory-scale studies, the induction of an electrical
field may be used to reduce the influence of a layer of
polarized biofoulants (Brunner & Okoro1989; von Zu-
mbusch et al.1998; Iritani et al.2000; Weng et al.2005;
Tarazaga et al.2006), and higher electric charge density
may kill microorganisms, which also biodegrade several
compounds in the system (Weng et al.2005; Tarazaga
et al.2006). Alkaline solutions are used to clean organi-
cally fouled membranes using hydrolysis and solubiliza-
tion (Thurman1985). EDTA, a metal chelating agent,
can also be used as a supportive treatment to aid in the
improved cleaning of fouled membranes. Surfactants,
compounds containing both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
compounds, solubilize foulants on membrane surfaces
(Hong & Elimelech1997). Surfactants, such as sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), create a micelle around organic
foulants, resulting in the solubilization of macromole-
cules and subsequent membraneflux restoration (Rosen
1989). NaOH, an alkaline reagent, has been used in sev-
eral studies to restore membrane permeability after the
occurrence of biofouling and has proven reliable in the
removal of organic matter from the membrane surface
(Ang et al.2006). The removal of organic matter from
membrane surfaces has also been investigated through
the use of NaClO (Kimura et al.2004). Salt or even sea-
water has been recommended to clean organic foulants
from RO surfaces (Lee & Elimelech2007); however,
seawater itself causes or enhances scaling of RO surfaces
(El-Dahshan2001; Hasson & Semiat2006). A common
concern with most of these cleaning agents is their
adverse impact on the environment when discharged in
waste streams. Physical cleaning methods are also avail-
able for the treatment of fouled membranes and include
vibration, air sparge, hydraulic cleaning, and CO2back
permeation (Platt & Nystrom2008).
Unfortunately, chemical and physical treatment of

foulants can damage the membrane surface by changing
the membrane surface composition, surface hydrophobic-
ity, and surface roughness (Platt & Nystrom2008).
These changes can have a detrimental effect on permeate
flux and the salt rejection qualities of the membrane, lim-
iting thefiltration efficiency. Furthermore, the cleaning

mode and action of these physico-chemical agents on
biofoulant removal efficiency and the RO membrane sur-
face properties have not been well described.
The use of enzymatic cleaners is of interest because

they operate in mild conditions, which is a positive fac-
tor for their application to the cleaning of membranes
sensitive to chemicals, pH, and/or temperature (Argüello
et al.2005). Enzymes are environmentally friendly natu-
ral products that not only improve cleaning efficiency,
but also reduce the amount of chemicals needed and the
energy costs (Chen et al.2006). Neutral pH enzyme-
based cleaners have been marketed as an alternative
method for cleaning RO/UF systems. EPS are major
components of membrane bioreactor biofoulants and
enzymes have been investigated as a common cleaning
agent to overcome EPS protein foulants (Puspitasari
et al.2010). It was assumed that enzymes cleave the
proteins into pieces small enough to be rinsed from the
system (Allie et al.2003). In several studies (Allie et al.
2003; Argüello et al.2003; Chen et al.2006), enzymes
were used to clean organic foulants from ultrafiltration
(UF) membranes in the dairy industry.
Based on the above observations, it was hypothesized

that different natural polygalacturonases (PG), and
protease-, lipase-, and dextranase-based enzymes would
efficiently remove biofoulants from RO surfaces without
altering the membrane surface properties. To the best of
the authors’knowledge, the effects of enzymes extracted
from different microorganisms, plants, and other sources
that are widely used in dishwashing detergents, cosmet-
ics, food processing, skin care ointments, and contact
lens cleaners have not been tested on RO membrane
biofoulant removal. A model system was used to test the
efficacy of eight enzyme formulations for removing
biofoulants on a commercially available RO membrane.
The three most effective enzymes were selected for
further optimization for biofilm removal. The objectives
of this study were to: (1) investigate the mode of action
of enzymatic cleaning of TFC RO membrane biofoulants
and (2) characterize the effects of the enzymes on
membrane surface properties.

Materials and methods

Membrane type and reactor setup

To observe biofilm formation and its impact on RO
membrane surfaces, commercially available polyamide
aromatic TFC RO (Dow BW30) membranes (FilmTec
Corporation, Dow Chemical Company, USA) were used.
Detailed information about the heterogeneity and chem-
istry of this surface and of the aromatic groups on the
TFC surface is proprietary. The general performances of
this surface include 125 psi applied pressure and
2,000 ppm initial concentration of NaCl in DI water.
The membrane productivity and water permeability



coefficient/% salt passage (A-value/% SP) ratio were
32 gfd (5.4 cm h−1) and 0.16, respectively. NaCl rejec-
tion was ~99.6%.
The biofilm formation study was carried out in three

rotating disk reactor (RDR) systems (Biosurface Technol-
ogies Corporation, USA) (Supplementary Figure S1
[Supplementary material is availableviaa multimedia
link on the online article webpage]). Each reactor con-
tained six separate, removable polycarbonate coupons
(12.7 mm in diameter). The RO membrane swatches
were cut fromflat sheet rolls and boiled in nanopure
water for 10 min (according to the manufacturer’s
instructions, which removed the residual chemicals and
any surface contamination and did not change the sur-
face structures and chemistries of these membranes).
After cooling to room temperature and prior to use, the
membranes swatches were washed several times with
nanopure water. The membrane swatches were adhered
onto removable polycarbonate coupons with silicon rub-
ber sealant (Dow Corning, USA) and placed in the rotor
of the RDR. The RDR has a variable speed rotating
drum, an operating volume of 250 ml, and a high surface
area to volume ratio. The diameter of the rotor disk was
7.0 ± 0.2 cm which contained six evenly spaced holes
with a diameter of 1.27 ± 0.1 cm. Six polycarbonate
coupons can be placed into the holes. The center of each
hole was located 2.55 ± 0.03 cm from the center of the
disk. The details about the RDR have been discussed
elsewhere (Khan et al.2010).
The reactors were fed continuously with Bozeman

(Montana, USA) tap water thatflowed through a granular
activated carbon column and a biologically activated car-
bon (BAC) column operated in up-flow mode as a source
of indigenous microorganisms. These columns remove the
majority of the background carbon from the tap water.
Some important water quality parameters (average values)
of Bozeman tap water during this study were mentioned
in a previous study (Khan, Stewart, et al.2011). To
enhance the growth of biofilm, the biologically treated
water was amended with nutrients (C:N:P) (equimolar
concentrations of glutamic acid, glucose, galactose, and
arabinose were used for carbon source; KNO3 and
K2HPO4were used for nitrogen and phosphorous source,
respectively). These (C, N, and P) were added to the reac-
tors at a 100:10:1 (molar ratio) basis. Specifically, 5.54 ml
of carbon, 16.88 ml of nitrogen, and 4 ml of phosphorus
were added to a 20 l container of autoclaved nanopure
water. The rotation speed of the rotor in the RDR was
50 rpm (0.071 ×g) and the hydraulic retention time was
3.5 h in all reactors. The average shear stress on the RO
surfaces was maintained at ~6.72 Pa. The temperature was
ambient (25 C) and pH was 7–8. The reactors were
operated continuously for 58 days to ensure satisfactory
and thicker biofilm growth. The operating conditions and
analyses are shown in Table1. The colony forming units

(CFU) in the BAC water were measured using R2A agar
(Fisher Scientific, IL) plated in triplicate.
Membrane swatch sampling was done at the end of

the operational period. The membranes were carefully
removed from the coupons using a sterilized razor blade
and hemostat without disturbing the biofilm. The
surfaces with biofoulants were cut into sections with
sterilized scissors for membrane and biofilm assays.

Enzyme treatment

The stock enzymes (Table2) developed and provided by
the Novozymes A/S, Denmark, were diluted using auto-
claved and thenfiltered (through 0.2 PVDF discfilter,
Millipore, USA) nanopure water at neutral pH at room
temperature tofinal concentrations of 50, 100, and
150 ppm. Detailed information about the composition,
characteristics, biodegradability, and chemistry of these
enzymes is proprietary. The RO membrane swatches were
removed from the RDR after biofilm formation and
soaked in diluted enzymes for either 18 or 36 h with the
exception of the membrane on coupon #1 and #6
(positive controls). The swatches of positive control
membranes with biofoulant and those following cleaning
of the biofoulants with nanopure water and a sterilized
soft rubber scrubber (VWR, Denver) were used for other
assays as discussed below. In a previous study (Khan
et al.2010), there was no change in surface morphology
and chemical compositions during this physical cleaning

Table 1. The operating conditions of the RDR systems.

Operating conditions Parameters and values

Period of run 58 days
Sampling frequency At the end of run
Average CFU ml−1in
BAC treated water

(1.08–1.52) × 104

Membrane assays Images of live/dead cells on RO
membrane before and after enzyme
treatment; cryo-sectioning of
biofoulants on membrane with and
without treatment; culturable cell
counts in suspension during
treatment; contact angle analysis of
RO surface at virgin condition and
after treatment; AFM images and
XPS analysis of RO surfaces before
and after treatment

Nutrient condition
(C:N:P)

1.5 mg l−1of C:0.18 mg l−1of
N:0.04 mg l−1of P

Flow rate of nutrient 42% of total influentflow-rate
Flow rate of BAC
treated water

58% of total influentflow-rate

Note: Three RDRs were operated simultaneously. The biofouled RO
membrane samples in RDR-1, RDR-2, and RDR-3 were used forSub-
tilisinprotease and lipase, dextranase, and PG based enzyme treatments,
respectively.



procedure of virgin membranes. After incubation and
cleaning with the enzymes, the membrane swatches were
air dried for 1 h without further cleaning prior to mem-
brane assays parallel to the control membrane (swatches
on coupon #1 and #6) and also virgin RO surface assays.
During incubation of membranes with the enzyme,
ambient temperature and neutral pH were maintained.

Membrane assay and analytical method

The RO membrane swatches before and after cleaning
the biofoulants were examined using different biochem-
ical analyses. The analyses were repeated in replicate
experiments andpvalues were calculated using a
two-tailed Student’sttest. The RO membrane swatches
after enzymatic cleaning of the biofoulants were used
for contact angle measurement, atomic force micros-
copy (AFM), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) analyses. However, for an additional assay in
XPS analysis, a control RO membrane swatch with
biofoulants was physically cleaned using nanopure
water and soft rubber scrubber, as described before.
The cleaned RO swatches were then dried at room
temperature for 2–3 h. Before contact angle, AFM,
and XPS analyses, the RO membrane surfaces were
dried again under nitrogen gas for 1 min. Parallel con-
trol (virgin) membranes that had not been subjected to
biofouling were also analyzed.

Visualization of live and dead cells in the biofoulants
on RO membrane swatches

The LIVE/DEAD BacLight™ Bacterial Viability Kit
(Invitrogen/Molecular Probes, Oregon) was used for stain-
ing live and dead cells on the surface of the RO mem-
branes. Equal amounts (1.5 μl ml−1) of SYTO 9

(3.34 mM) and propidium iodide (20 mM) dyes were
diluted in 1 ml of nanopure water and after proper dilution
and vortexing; dyes were added to the top surface of the
membrane and incubated for 1 h in the dark. After incuba-
tion, the excess dye was carefully washed off with nano-
pure water, and the stained cells were observed under an
epifluorescence microscope (Nikon, Eclipse E 800, Japan)
with a Nikon 100× objective lens. Fifteen to 20 images of
live and dead cells in the top layer of biofilm on the mem-
brane surfaces were captured and analyzed with the Meta-
Morph software (Molecular Devices Corporation, USA).

Cryo-sectioning of the membranes

For the cryo-sectioning, the RO membranes with biofou-
lants and after cleaning were stained following the same
procedures as for the live/dead imaging. After washing
off the excess dye with nanopure water, biofoulants on
the top of membranes were frozen within 2–3 min after
beingflooded with the optimum cutting temperature
liquid (Sakura Finetek USA, CA) keeping the inactive
membrane surfaces (which were used to adhere onto the
coupon) on a metal plate over a dry ice block. A cryostat
(Leica CM 1850, Germany) was used to cut 5.0μm
sections through the biofilm. The sectioned layer of the
biofoulants and membranes was placed on a positively
charged microscope slide (Fisher Scientific, IL) and
observed under the epifluorescence microscope with a
Nikon 20× objective lens. The cryo-sections of stained
biofilms on membranes were analyzed with MetaMorph
software to calculate the regions of live/dead cells
and the thickness of accumulated biofoulants on the
membrane surfaces. Each image has a distribution of live
(green) and dead (red) cells along the thickness of
biofilm on the membrane.
A line scan was done with the MetaMorph software

across the slices of membranes with biofoulants. Each
line scan generated two profiles depending on the
location of live and dead cells trapped inside the
biofilms. The detailed procedure has been discussed in a
previous report (Khan, Stewart, et al.2011). For each
membrane swatch, 10–15 slices of membranes were
imaged (three images per slice), and from each image
five different line scans were generated for analysis.

Culturable cell counts of microorganisms in suspension
after removing from biofoulants

The accumulated organisms in the biofoulants on the RO
swatches removed from the surface either by enzyme treat-
ment or nanopure water (for control samples), as discussed
above, were centrifugedfirst at 5,000 rpm and then pellets
were resuspended in 10 ml of nanopure water. Finally, the
pellets were dispersed by homogenizing (Biohomogenizer,
Biospec Products Inc., Bartlesville, OK) for 30 s. The

Table 2. The active components, sources, and enzyme
commission (EC) numbers ofSubtilisinprotease and lipase,
dextranase, and PG based enzymes.

Enzyme
number in
this study

Active components
and sources EC numbers

E #1 Mixture ofSubtilisin
protease and lipase. The
proteinase is fromBacillus
lentuand the lipase is from
Humicola lanuginosus

EC 3.4.21.62 and
EC 3.1.1.3 for
protease and
lipase, respectively

E #2 Dextranase (1,6-α-D-Glucan
6-glucanohydrolase) from
Paecilomyces lilacinus–
recombinantly expressed in
Aspergillus oryzae

EC 3.2.1.11

E#3 PG–a multi-component
composition containing at
least four different PGs

EC 3.2.1.15

156 M. Khanet al.



samples were then diluted using nanopure water and
plated, in triplicate, on R2A agar plates for CFU
measurement.

Contact angle measurements

Contact angles, the direct measurement of surface
hydrophobicity, were determined by the sessile drop
method using a Ramé-Hart contact angle goniometer
(Model 100-22, Ramé-Hart Instrument Co., NJ). One to
2μl of nanopure water were introduced into the cleaned
and air dried membrane surface by a Gilmont (IL)
microsyringe with a droplet diameter of 0.4–0.5 mm.
The images of water droplets were captured by a CCD
camera and analyzed for contact angles (advanced and
receding angles) using DROPimage Standard software
(Ramé-Hart Instrument Co., NJ). The water droplet
diameter on the virgin and air dried cleaned surfaces did
not change; so, the captive bubble/drop method was not
considered in this study for contact angle measurements.
Taniguchi and Belfort (2002) proposed a correction

factor for the measured contact angle of UF membranes
based on the membrane pore size. In this study, the cor-
rection factors for contact angles were not considered,
because the pore sizes of the RO surfaces membranes
(~2 nm) were much smaller than those of UF membranes
(~100 nm). Ten to 15 different measurements of contact
angles were carried out for each piece of cleaned mem-
brane and its respective virgin membrane surface.

AFM analysis

For AFM analysis, membrane surface morphology and
roughness of biofoulants on RO membranes were deter-
mined using a Multi-Mode AFM (Digital Instruments,
Santa Barbara, CA). Imaging was performed in tapping
mode with an etched silicon probe (TESP, Digital
Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). The TESP probes have
a spring constant of 20–100 N m−1, a resonant frequency
of 200–400 kHz, a nominal tip radius of 5–10 nm, and a
cantilever length of 160μm. The root mean square
(RMS) average of height deviations of roughness (Rq)
and average roughness (Ra) of the TFC RO surfaces
were measured and are discussed elsewhere (Khan,
Stewart, et al.2011). The average RMS values of Rq
were calculated from 10 line scans on each AFM image.
For each sample,five AFM images were taken and in
each case the effective area was 25μm2.

XPS analysis

XPS analyses of RO membranes were performed on
the virgin surfaces and also after cleaning the biofou-
lants to characterize the change in the mass percentage
of the surface chemical elements due to the formation

of biofoulants and their interactions. A 5400 PHI ESCA
spectrometer (Physical Electronics, Eden Prarie, MN)
with a non-monochromated aluminum KαX-ray source
(hν= 1486.6 eV) at a power of 250 W was used for
the analysis. The acceleration voltage was 15 kV and
the current was 12–18 mA. The second and fourth
derivatives of the spectrum were inspected to locate the
positions of various peaks. The core level peaks were
then successfullyfitted with component peaks with a
Gaussian–Lorentzian distribution. At these operating
conditions, the penetration depth was ~10 nm and the
spot size analyzed was ~300μm × 700μm.

Results and discussions

The most popular TFC RO membranes used in water
treatment and seawater desalination have functional
aromatic polyamide on the top layer prepared by an
interfacial polymerization process (Petersen1993; Rao
et al.1997). It is this layer with which the biofoulants
interact.
Enzyme E #1 is the mixture ofSubtilisinprotease

and lipase. Lipase catalyzes the formation or cleavage
(hydrolysis) of lipids (Afonso et al.1999) andSubtilisin
is a non-specific protease which initiates the nucleophilic
attack on the peptide (amide) bond and degrades protein
substrates (Bott et al.1988; Bryant et al.2009). Enzymes
E #2 and E #3 are dextranase and PG based, respec-
tively. Dextranase can hydrolyze or inhibit the synthesis
of glucans and polysaccharide compounds (Subasioglu &
Cansunar 2010) and PGs degrade polygalacturonan,
which is a significant carbohydrate component (Jones
et al.1972). Proteins, polysaccharides, and carbohydrates
are the major components of the EPS that form the
backbone of the biofouling, and the three enzymes used
in this study hydrolyze three different targets. The
efficiency and effect of enzymatic cleaning of RO
biofoulants on the TFC surface are discussed below.

Mode of action of enzymatic cleaning of RO membrane
biofoulants

To provide insight into the mode of action of the
enzymes, top-view epifluorescence microscopy images of
RO membrane biofoulants, cryo-sections of membrane
biofoulants illustrating the biofoulant structures, and cul-
turable cells in the biofoulants after enzyme exposure at
different conditions were characterized and analyzed.

Visualization of live and dead cells in the top-view images
of RO membrane biofoulants

The orientation of live (green) and dead (red) cells
(Figure1) on the top of RO surfaces without enzyme
treatment shows that the relative numbers of live and
dead cells were comparable. This trend was observed in



the previous study using a similar type of membrane
(Khan, Stewart, et al.2011). The presence of dead cells
may be the result of the impact of surface chemistry on
cellular integrity, but since the same RO surfaces were
used for the enzyme treatment this effect should not
compromise the results. Cells mostly existed as clumps.
In general, the numbers of cells were reduced as the
enzyme concentrations increased from 50 to 150 ppm;
but, cell numbers on the membranes treated by E #2 and
E #3 at 50 ppm for 18 h were higher than those treated
by E #1. The relative numbers of live/dead cells after
enzyme E #1 and E #2 treatments were varied, but most
of the remaining cells were alive. For E #3 treatments
the proportion of dead cells was higher.
At 150 ppm and treatment for 36 h with enzymes E #2

and E #3, most of the cells were dead (data not shown),
and this is similar to the results at a reduced incubation
period (18 h). Treatment with enzyme E #1 at a dose of
150 ppm after 36 h resulted in the lowest number of cells
but the majority of the remaining cells were alive. With
the exception of enzyme E #1, longer exposure times had
greater biocidal effects. It was expected that each enzyme
would react with the specific components of the biofilm
matrix improving the biofoulant cleaning efficiencies.

However, it revealed that the biocidal effects of enzymes
E #2 and E #3 disrupted the cell membrane of biofilm
organisms causing more dead cells (PI positive). From
these non-quantitative observations, it can be concluded
that enzyme E #1 at a dose of 100 ppm and 18 h contact
time was the best combination to remove cells.
The data shown in Figure1indicate that E #1, a

protease/lipase enzyme, was most effective in removing
the biofouling. This suggests that proteins are a major
component of fouling. The enzymes targeting polysac-
charides and carbohydrates were either less effective at
biomass removal or the proportions of these two
components of EPS were lower than that of protein in
the biomass. However, the enzyme that acts on PGs had
more biocidal activity.
Additionally, the images suggest an optimum concen-

tration for activity and the ratio between substrate and
enzyme is important (Munoz-Aguado et al.1996). Note
that these enzymes were added on the top of the biofilm
in the absence of shear stress or agitation; therefore,
detachment of cells from the biofoulant matrix was truly
dependent on the biochemical interactions between differ-
ent reactive sites of these enzymes and the components
of EPS and other organic molecules within the biofilm.

Biofilm images after enzyme treatment for 18 h at different concentrations (ppm)

Biofoulant images without 

enzyme treatment (control)
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Figure 1. The representative biofoulant images on RO membrane surfaces with (enzymes E #1, E #2 and E #3 at 50, 100 and
150 ppm concentrations) and without (positive control) enzyme treatment. The duration of the enzyme treatment of the biofoulant
was 18 h. The scale bar of these images is 10 µm.pvalue was 0.01–0.05.



Quantification of biofoulant thickness and its structure

Because of the limitations of direct microscopic
observation, cryo-sectioning of biofoulants on RO sur-
faces and subsequent microscopy and image analysis
were done to obtain more quantitative information about
biofoulant thickness and its structure and the efficiency
of enzymatic cleaning.
Figure2shows representative 5μm thick cryo-

section images of biofoulants with and without enzyme
treatment at 100 ppm and 18 h incubation. The arrows
indicate the position of membranes underneath the
biofoulants. Clusters of cells (live and/or dead) with
hollow pockets denoted by circles on thefigures were
observed (Figure2B). This is indicative of spatial varia-
tion in the porosity inside the biofouling (Lewandowski
& Beyenal2005), which is related to the spatial distribu-
tion of diffusivity through the biofoulants and onto the
membrane surfaces.
Line scans of these images were used to provide

information on the distribution of live and dead cells in
the biofouling layer and representative images are
shown in Figure2A, C, E, and G for the control sample
and enzyme treatments by E #1, E #2, and E #3,
respectively. The skewness and intensity of distributions
of the live/dead cell regions depends on the number of
cells along the section of biofilm. The peaks of staining
intensity for live cells (Figure2A) (control sample) were
closer to the biofilm-fluid interface than that for dead
cells. In other words, dead cells were in closer proxim-
ity to the membrane surfaces and the live cells were at
the top of the biofilm. The peak staining intensities of
the dead and live cell regions were separated by
0.5–1.5μm.
The average staining intensities of live and dead cells

were the lowest when the RO biofoulants were treated
with enzyme E #1, which indicates that the protease-/
lipase-based enzyme not only hydrolyzed the proteins,
but also disaggregated more cells from the biofilm
matrix. This corroborates the microscopic observations.
The peak staining intensities of the dead and live cell
regions for enzyme E #1 were separated by 0.4–0.9μm,
while those for enzymes E #2 and E #3 were separated
by 0.6–1.2 and 0.8–2.1μm, respectively. The peaks of
staining intensity of dead cells (Figure2G) for enzyme E
#3 were closer to the biofilm–fluid interface than that for
live cells, which also support the microscopic observa-
tions (Figure1). It is evident from Figure2that during
incubation the protease-/lipase-based enzyme penetrated
the biofilm to a greater extent than other enzymes.
The average relative thickness of live and dead cell

regions in the hydrated biofoulants is shown in Figure3.
For control samples livevsdead cell thicknesses are
almost equal even though the biofilm samples on RO
surfaces were grown in different reactors, indicating the

reproducibility of biofoulant formation on the RO
surfaces. The accumulated thicknesses of live and dead
cells were similar after treatment by enzyme E #1, which
is in good agreement with the images obtained with the
microscope (Figure1). However, for enzymes E #2 and
E#3, theaccumulated thicknesses of live and dead cells
differ from the surface-based microscopic observations.
The respective thicknesses of live and dead cells are sim-
ilar for both enzymes, but higher than that of treatment
by enzyme E #1.
With an increase in the enzyme concentration up to

100 ppm, the detachment of biofilms also increased. At
concentrations above 100 ppm, there was no significant
change in thickness for any of the enzymes. In another
study (Xu & Liu2011), 25% of thefixed biomass on a
nylon membrane was removed when 10 ppm D-tyrosine
was used, which was increased to 60% at a 500 ppm dose.
In other words, a 50-fold increase in enzyme leads to a
35% increase in biomass removal. In the present study,
only 100 ppm of E #1 removed >90% of the biofoulants.
An increase in incubation period (from 18 to 36 h) for E
#2 and E #3 did not improve removal of live and dead
cells, but E #1 showed more removal of biofoulants at the
longer time period. Overall, the biofoulant removal
efficiency of E #1 was the highest, followed by E #2 and
then E #3. It must be noted that these observations are
relative and only appropriate for the experimental condi-
tions tested; other experimental conditions may give
different results. However, the methods described herein
show the relative comparisons between the enzymes.

Cellular viability in the biofoulants after enzyme exposure

In a previous study (Khan, Takizawa, et al.2011), chem-
ical cleaning of fouled membrane could not bring the
membrane resistance to its virgin condition even though
theflux after chemical cleaning was restored to a level
similar to that of pure waterflux. Ideally, the enzyme
should remove the EPS components of biofoulant. Inacti-
vation of the organisms could be a secondary effect;
therefore, it is important to determine if the treatments
simply remove the biofouling or if there is loss of viabil-
ity in addition to removal. Figure4shows the culturabil-
ity of cells that were removed from the surface of the
membranes during enzyme treatment. For comparison,
the culturable cell counts in the scraped and suspended
biofilm that had not been exposed to the enzymes varied
from 1.31 × 109to 2.52 × 1011CFU ml−1(equivalent to
1.02 × 1010–1.95 × 1012CFU cm−2of membrane sur-
face). However, the maximum culturable cell count in
the suspended biofilm exposed to the enzyme was
~0.5 × 106CFU ml−1. After enzymatic cleaning of bio-
foulants, there was still some biofilm present on the RO
surfaces (Figure3); therefore, it is not possible to



compare how many cells inside the biofilm lost their via-
bility during the incubation with enzymes at different
conditions.
The culturability was reduced by more than 5 logs

even at the lowest concentration of 50 ppm and the
shortest incubation period (18 h). Counts were reduced
further when the concentrations of enzymes and the
incubation period were higher. This suggests that the
concentration of these enzymes is a more important
factor than the incubation period in reducing the cellular
culturability. These data directly corroborate with the
surface-based microscopic observations; with the increase
in the enzyme concentrations, the number of live cells
was reduced (Figure1), and the live cell concentration
dictates the cellular culturability. The effect of treatment
on culturability was comparable for each dose and
incubation time for all enzymes used in this study.

Characterization of the effects of enzymes on RO
membrane surface properties

RO membrane surface roughness, morphology, hydro-
phobicity, and the mass percentage of chemical composi-
tion were investigated and quantified before and after
biofoulant formation and also after enzyme cleaning.

Biofoulant morphology and effects of enzymatic cleaning
of biofoulant to revive the RO surface roughness

Surface morphology is important in controlling the accu-
mulation of biofouling (Elimelech et al.1997; Flemming
1997; Flemming et al.1997), and at the same time
biofouling can change the surface morphology and
roughness (Kwak & Ihm1999). Rougher membranes
have a higher tendency for fouling by natural organic
matter and soluble microbial products (Park et al.2005).

Figure 2. Representative 5μm thickness cryo-sections of (B) control RO membrane with biofoulants; and (D), (F) and (H) RO
membranes after the enzyme treatment by E #1, E #2 and E #3, respectively, after staining by the Live/Dead BacLight™ Bacterial
Viability Kit. The profiles of live and dead cell regions in the biofilms on (A) RO without enzyme treatment; and (C), (E) and (G) on
the membranes after enzyme treatment using a 100 ppm dose and 18 h incubation in enzymes E #1, E #2 and E #3, respectively, after
line-scanning the respective cryo-sections. The arrows indicate the position of membrane top layer surface and circles show the hol-
low pockets inside the biofoulant.



Once membrane surfaces are exposed to the biofoulants,
their physico-chemical properties are altered to some
noticeable extent (Ferjani et al.2000;Parketal.2005;
Khan et al.2010) and those properties cannot be resorted
completely even after appropriate cleaning (Park et al.
2005). In the authors’previous work, when the biofouled
TFC RO surface was cleaned physically (using nanopure
water and a soft rubber scrubber), the roughness was-
still 48 nm greater than that of the virgin membrane.
After enzymatic cleaning, the changes in roughness were
insignificant for E #1 while the other enzymes had var-
ied effects (Figure5). Further details on the AFM images
of the biofoulants on RO membrane surfaces without
enzymatic treatment and after treatment by enzyme E #1
using different conditions are shown in Supplementary
Figure S2. The standard error (SE) of the mean values of
Ra and Rq varied from 1.01 to 3.01 nm.
The protease-/lipase-based E #1, at the concentration

of 100 ppm and the incubation period of 18 h, was

optimum to restore the TFC RO surface roughness.
When the concentration was increased, the roughness
was reduced. RO surface roughness was reduced signifi-
cantly at most of the combinations of dextranase-based E
#2 (exception at 150 ppm dose for 36 h) and for all
combinations of PG based E #3. This observation sug-
gests that during enzymatic cleaning conditions should
be optimized to maximize the cleaning while maintaining
the initial roughness (~virgin conditions), which controls
the membraneflux and fouling of the TFC surface layer
of the RO membrane.

Effects of enzymatic cleaning on the TFC surface
hydrophobicity

Advanced water contact angle (θw) is a direct measure of
surface hydrophobicity of a dry surface. Biofouling on
RO surfaces can increase theθw(Khan et al.2010; Khan,
Stewart, et al.2011) and these changes are associated with

Figure 2. (Continued)



the loss of membrane permeability due to the attached
biofoulant macromolecules (Herzberg & Elimelech2007).
The cause of the changes in hydrophobicity due to
biofouling is not well understood. Hypothetically,
the bacterial cells in the biofouling layer act as a particu-
late fouling layer hindering back-diffusion of salts from
the membrane surface, thus elevating the osmotic pressure
near the membrane surface. Moreover, the EPS compo-
nent of the biofouling layer seems to mainly increase the
biofilm hydraulic resistance to permeateflow (Flemming
2002; Chong et al.2008). In practice, the coupling effect
of increases in osmotic pressure and hydraulic resistance
cause a decrease in permeate waterflux loss and this
effect does not follow a simple gradient along the biofilm.
Interestingly, increases in osmotic pressure and hydraulic
resistance are the results of hydrophobicity changes in the
RO surfaces due to fouling. Field observations have
shown that once biofoulants accumulate on membrane
surfaces initial membrane productivity or hydrophobicity
cannot be restored even after chemical (Li & Elimelech
2004) and concentrated salt (Lee & Elimelech2007)
cleaning of biofouled surfaces.
Theθwof the virgin RO membrane was ~30°, and

after enzymatic cleaning of biofoulants only E #1 at

100 ppm and 18 h incubation could restore theθwof the
RO surface to its virgin condition (Figure 6). Even
though E #2 and E #3 reduced the thickness of live and
dead cells significantly, they could not restore theθwto
the virgin condition. This indicates that dextranase and
PG based enzymes reacted with the TFC surface of the
RO membrane while the protease-/lipase-based enzyme
did not. In a previous study (Khan et al.2010), bio-
fouled TFC RO surfaces were physically cleaned and
there was a ~50° ofθwincrease from its virgin condi-
tion. This study, withoutfiltration, also shows that after
enzymatic cleaning of biofouled TFC RO surfaces their
hydrophobicities (θw) increased from 2° to 30°; however,
the incremental changes would likely be different if the
study was performed infiltration mode.

Changes in RO surface chemical compositions and their
recovery by enzymatic cleaning

For XPS, each element has a characteristic binding
energy associated with each core atomic orbital, ie each
element will give rise to a characteristic set of peaks in
the photoelectron spectrum at kinetic energies determined
by the photon energy and the respective binding energies.
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Figure 3. Cryo-sectioning of the membranes with and without enzyme treatment. The control indicates the membrane biofilm with-
out enzyme treatment. The effects of different doses and enzyme incubation times are significant. Error bars show the ± SE of the
mean values, which varied from 0.78 to 2.47μm. Thepvalue was <0.05.



The presence of peaks at particular energies, therefore,
indicates the presence of a specific element in the sam-
ple under study (Ferjani et al.2000). Supplementary
Table S1 provides the mass percentages of important
chemical elements on the TFC RO surfaces at their virgin
conditions and after physical (control) and enzymatic
cleaning of biofoulants. Along with biofilm accumulation,
in most cases inorganic accumulation or the changes in
the mass percentage of chemical elements were also seen.
Increases in calcium, aluminum, and silica after cleaning
the biofilm could be due to the particulate fouling
included in the biofilm or the formation of calcium alumi-
num silicates, which was not confirmed in this study.
Representative XPS plots of the RO membrane after
treatment with E #1 at 50 ppm for 18 h incubation
at room temperature are shown in Supplementary
Figure S3.
After exposure to the variable environment in the

RDRs and physical cleaning, the carbon (C) content on

the virgin TFC RO surfaces was reduced by 29%
(Supplementary Table S1). After enzyme treatment, the
C content was lower than after physical cleaning of
membrane surfaces. Only treatment with E #1 at
100 ppm and for 18 h incubation could potentially
restore the C content to virgin conditions. The mass per-
centage of nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O) mostly increased
when the biofouled surfaces were cleaned physically and
by enzymatic treatment. The overall changes in these
elements were the lowest in the case of E #3 treatments.
The phosphorus (P) content did not increase after enzy-
matic cleaning of biofoulants, which was higher (at least
five times) when the biofoulants were cleaned physically.
In a parallel study, the biofoulants with RO surface were
incubated inside the enzyme solutions for 48 h and no
significant change in the mass percentage of chemical
elements of the RO surfaces was observed compared
with those for a 36 h incubation time (data not shown).
Other investigators (Yu et al.2013) used dichloroisoc-
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Figure 4. Culturable cell counts of microorganisms in suspension after enzyme treatments and cell dispersion. The cell counts in
suspension of the control samples (without enzyme treatment) varied from 1.31 × 109to 2.52 × 1011CFU ml−1. Error bars show
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Figure 5. The RMS average of height deviations of roughness (Rq) and average roughness (Ra) of virgin and biofouled RO mem-
brane surfaces after cleaning by enzymes E #1, E #2 and E #3. Error bars show the ± SE of the mean values, which varied from
1.01 to 3.01 nm for RO membrane roughness. Thepvalue was <0.05.
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yanurate (DCC) to control biofoulants on RO surfaces
and confirmed with XPS and ATR-FTIR analyses that at
low concentration and a longer exposure time (dose:
contact time–300 mg l−1:50 h) DCC had very similar
effects on biofoulant control compared with those at
higher concentration and a shorter exposure time (dose:
contact time–5,000 mg l−1:3 h). However, further
investigation is required to confirm this observation
using the enzymes used in this study.
The increase in O and decrease in the C contents

on the cleaned surfaces could be due to the presence of
EPS, which have high O to C ratios (O/C) (Arthur
1989; Riedl et al.1998). After cleaning the RO surfaces
enzymatically, the O/C varied from 0.11 to 0.25, from
0.13 to 0.36, and from 0.13 to 0.39 for enzymes E #1,
E #2, and E #3, respectively. These values suggest that
the accumulation of EPS on the RO surface treated by
enzyme E #1 was the lowest. The protease-/lipase-based
enzyme hydrolyzes protein substrates; therefore, major
components in the EPS in biofoulants appear to be pro-
teins, which corroborates with the microscopic observa-
tions. Interestingly, the O/C ratio was the lowest (0.11)
for E #1 at 100 ppm and 18 h incubation. In parallel
studies, the virgin membrane swatches without biofilm
were also soaked in the three enzyme solutions for
18 h and 36 h at room temperature in the dark. The
mass percentages of important chemical elements did
not change significantly from the virgin conditions (data
not shown).
The O and N mass percentage ratios for virgin RO

surfaces were ~1. This ratio was ~1.1–2.2 times higher
for the RO membranes after enzymatic cleaning. These
significant changes in the O and N mass percentage
ratios were likely due to the interaction of different
macromolecules in biofoulants with the membrane (Zhou
et al.2005). It is important to note that the penetration
depth of the X-ray beam into the sample was ~10 nm
and the chemical elements of cleaned membrane surfaces
(in Table S1) may also include the aromatic TFC layers
of the RO membranes.

Conclusions

The biofouling of TFC RO membranes during the pro-
duction of safe potable water is one of the major obsta-
cles in their use and the efficient cleaning of biofoulants
without altering or damaging the membrane surface prop-
erties remains as a challenge. The cost for chemical waste
disposal and management after membrane foulant clean-
ing is a major concern in membranefiltration industries,
but alternative and safe approaches to cleaning biofouled
membranes are limited. The enzymes used in this study
were synthesized from the environmental isolates of dif-
ferent bacterial species and they are environmental

friendly. In this study, the authors demonstrated the mode
of action of different enzyme-based cleaning agents and
their effects on TFC RO membrane surfaces.
According to the functions of the enzymes, the

protease-/lipase-based enzyme hydrolyzed proteins, and
dextranase- and PG-based enzymes acted upon polysac-
charide compounds and carbohydrate components of the
EPS in the biofoluants. The action of these enzymes also
provided insights into the composition of the biofouling,
indicating that the protein content in the biofoulants
was the highest. The protease-/lipase-based enzyme
disaggregated more cells from the biofilm and also more
effectively penetrated the biofilm during treatment. Dur-
ing treatment, most of the interactions may be considered
to be of the protein–membrane type. However, it is pos-
sible that this enzyme adsorbed on the membrane surface
where it hydrolyzed the proteins and protein fragments,
thus inducing a self-cleaning mechanism. Once the RO
surface was biofouled, physical cleaning could not
restore its surface properties; however, at an appropriate
concentration and an optimum incubation period, the
protease-/lipase-based enzyme restored the RO surface
properties almost to their original condition.
The results also showed that the dose of enzymes

and incubation period are the key factors for efficient
removal of biofoulants. All of these enzymes signifi-
cantly affected cellular viability. These studies under
conditions of noflow provide the basis for understanding
removal mechanisms and suggest that this approach will
be effective underfield conditions. Further study of the
enzymatic chemistry and working conditions of the
enzymes is necessary for providing a promising TFC RO
membrane biofouling cleaning approach.
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